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ON LINEAR FUNCTIONS ON THE SPHERE S^ 
JOSEF JANYSKA, Brno 
(Received April 9, 1979) 
1. Let S^ be a unit sphere in E^. Let i) be a domain in S^. A function f : D -^ R 
is called linear if 
(1) f{M) = <m, o> + /c, 
where a is a constant vector, m is the position vector of the point M e S'^ with respect 
to the centre of S^, к e R, and <*, •> denotes the standard scalar product in JE^. 
The linear function fis called homogeneous or non-homogeneous if /c = 0 or /c ф 0, 
respectively. 
In [1], A. Svec found certain conditions for a function f to be linear and homo­
geneous. These conditions are expressed in terms of partial differential equations 
on D or on the boundary dD of D. 
The aim of this paper is to extend the results obtained by A. Svec to the wider 
class of non-homogeneous linear functions on the domains in S^. 
2. Let us introduce some notations (see [1]). Consider the unit sphere 5^ cz E^. 
With each point M of S^', let us associate a tangent orthonormal frame {m, v^, V2, v^} 
such that m is the position vector of the point M e S^", v^, V2 are tangent vectors 
to S^ at M, and V2, is a normal vector to S^ at M. Then we have 
dm = oj^v^^ -h co t̂'2 , dv^ = 0)\v2 + со̂ г̂ з , 
àv2 = —cOiVi + со̂ г̂ з , di;3 = —œ^Vj^ — со̂ г̂ з • 
Let f : 5^ -> Я be a function. Recall that the со variant derivatives d, fij, P, ..., 5, 
Tj, ..., T5 (i,7 = 1, 2) of f with respect to a field of tangent orthonormal frames 
{m, Vf,} (/с = 1, 2, 3) are defined by the following formulas: 
(2) d f = f X + f2Co^; 
(3) dfi - f,co? = f,,oj' + f,20j\ 
# 2 + fM = fi2C0̂  + f22C0^ ; 
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(4) dfii -2f,2Col = Pœ' + ^ ш ^ 
dfi2 + (fu - fii) OJI = {Q + (2) oj' +{R + f,) со' , 
dfii + 2fi2(^l = ^^^ + Sco' ; 
(5) dP - (3ß + 2f2) Ш? - T,œ' + T2a)^ , 
d ß + (P - 2R ^ 2fO Ш? = (T^ + 2f,,]co' + (T3 + 2f,i) w' , 
dR + (2Q - S + 2f2) col = (T3 + 2f22) oj' + (T4 + 2fi2) œ' , 
dS + (3P + 2fi) CO? = 740)^ + Тзсо^ . 
By means of these covariant derivatives, one can introduce the following difterential 
operators ^ and J4, which play an important role in investigations of the linearity 
conditions (1): 
^f = fll + f 2 2 + 2 f , 
^^f = fllf22 - fl2 + fifll + f22 + f) • 
3. Let D с S^ be a domain, dD the boundary of D, 5 = D u dD, and let f : D -> 
~> jR be a function. In all proofs, we shall use the following 
Lemma. / / L = {^ff - 4J/f = 0 on D, then f is linear on D. 
Proof. Supposition L= {^ff - 4J/f = (fu - f22)^ + ^fii = 0 Yields f̂^ -
-~ f22 = fi2 = 0, and from (4) we get P = R, Q = S, Q= -f^, R = -{^. Then 
dfu = df22 = P<^̂  + Qco' = —fico^ — f2C0̂  = —df. This implies that f^ = f22 =F 
= — f + c, where с is an integral constant. Now, let us consider the vector field 
(6) Q = -f^v^ - f2î?2 + {f - с) v^ 
on D. Then da = 0 and hence a is a constant vector. From (6) we get f ~ с = 
= (Уз, o>. QED. 
4, Let c^, ^ / , L be given as in Sections 2 and 3. Li the proofs of the following 
Theorems 1 — 8, we shall use the maximum principle in the form described in [2]. 
Theorem 1. Let D a S' he a domain, dD its boundary and D =^ D KJ dD. Let 
f : D -^ R be a function. If 
1. L = 0 on dD, 
2. if,, - f22) [ ( ^ f ) i i - (=^f)22] + 4fi2(=^f)l2 ^ 0 on D, 
then f is linear on D. 
Proof. Consider the covariant derivatives of the functions erfand L. The formulas 
(2) —(5) immediately lead to the expressions 
(7) {S£f\ =P + R + 2f,, i^f), = Q + S + 2f,; 
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(8) (i^f)ii = 2(fi, + f 2 2 ) + r i + Гз, 
(^f)22 = 2(fi, + f22) +T, + T,; 
(9) Li = 2(fii - f22) {P-R) + 8fi2(a + f2), 
L2 = 2(fii - f22) (Ö - S) + 8f,2(K + fi) ; 
(10) Lii = 2(P - Rf + 8(0 + f^)^ - 4f22{fn - f22) + 24ff, + 
+ 2(fii - f22) T, + 8f,2T2 - 2(f„ - f,,) Тз , 
L,2 = 2(P - Я) ( e - S) + 8(e + f̂ ) (7? + f,) + 12f,3(f^, + f,,) + 
+ 2(fii - f22) T2 + 8f,2T, - 2(f,, - f22) Г4 , 
L22 = 2(6 - Sy- + 8(i? + fj)2 + 4 f„ ( f „ - f̂ )̂ + 24f^^ + 
+ 2(fl, - f22) Тз + 8f,2T, - 2{U, - f22) T, . 
EHminating T ,̂ ..., T5 from (8) nad (10), one obtains 
L,, + L22 - 4L=2{f,, - f , 2 ) [ (^ f ) l l - (=^f)22] + 8fu(^f) l2 + 
+ 8(e + (2)' + ^{R + f i ) ' + 2(P - i?)2 + 2(ß ~ 5)^ . 
Now we can conclude from 2. that this expression satisfies the conditions of the maxi-
mum principle for the function L. Thus 1. implies L = 0 on D and the theorem follows 
from Lemma. QED. 
Theorem 2. Let D a S^ he a domain, dD its boundary and D = D и dD. Let 
f : D -^ R be a function. If 
1. L== 0 on ÔD, 
2. (fll - f22) [ H f ) l l - (.^f)22] + 4fi2G//f)l2 ^0 on D, 
3. ^ f > 0, ^f^O on Д 
then f is linear on D. 
Proof. Consider the covariant derivatives of the function ^f. We directly obtain 
from (2) —(5) the identities 
(11) ( ^ f ) i = {(22 + f)iP + fi) + (fix + f){R + fi) - 2fUQ + (2), 
= (f22 + f){Q + fz) + (fll + f)is + {2) - lUiiR + f i ) ; 
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(12) Ш\, = 2{р + fj (Я + f^) _ 2(2 ^ ^̂ )̂  + ^f. f^^ _ 6ff, + 
+ ^fzzif,, + О + (f22 + f) Ti ' 2fl2T2 + (fu + 0 7̂3 , 
+ 2f,,(f _ Л1 - f22) + (f̂ ^ + f) ^2 - 2fi2T3 + 
(^f)a2 = 2{Q + ^J (S + f,) _ 2(̂ ^ _̂  / : j ^ + ^f, f^^ _ 6ff, + 
+ 2fu(f22 +f)+ (f22 + f) Тз - 2fl2r4 + (fll + f) T5 . 
(10) and (12) yield 
(f22 + f)Ln' ^fiiLn + (fll + f)b22 - 2iffL = 
= 2(fu - f22)[(-^f),l - (^/f),2] + 8fi2(^f)i2 + 
+ 2(fii + f) (e + s + 2f2)̂  _ 4(;> + ^̂  + 2U) {Q + S + 2(2) fi2 + 
+ 2(f22 + f){P + R + 2f,y + 4(ä'f)[{R + f,){R -P) + {Q + f2)(a - S)] . 
From (9) we get 
(R + f i ) L i - ( ß + f,)L, = 
= -2(fu - f22) [(« + ft) {R-P) + {Q + fz) (a - S)] 
and hence [(Л + fi)(R _ p) + (g + f2)(g _ sj] = -QL^ + aL2, where ß, a 
satisfy 2(fii - fj^) ß = R + fi, 2(fii - f̂ )̂ a = ß + Гг- Thus we have 
(13) (f22 + f) Lii - 2fi,Li2 + (fu + f) L,2 + 4iffeLi - ^^cL^ - 2^{L = 
= 2(fu - f22)[('^f)ii - (^f)22] + ^fU^^fhz + 
+ 2(fu +f)iQ + S + 2f,Y - 4fi,(P + R + 2fi) (e + S +, 2f2) + 
+ 2{U2 + f){P + R + 2Uf. 
The quadratic form on the right hadn side is positive definite because of 3. This 
implies that the expression (13) satisfies the conditions of the maximum principle for 
the function L, and we must have L = 0 on JD. The theorem now follows from 
Lemma. QED. 
Theorem 3. Let D a S^ be a domain, dD its boundary and D = D и dD. Let 
f : D -^ R be a function. If 
1. L= 0 on dD, 
2. ^ f [ ( i f f )n + (^f)22_] - 2[(^f)i i + Hf)22] ^0 on D, 
then f is linear on D. 
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Proof. From (8), (10) and (12) we get 
+ 2(P + R + If^y + 2(e + S + 2f2)' . 
This expression satisfies the conditions of the maximum principle for the function L> 
and we must have L = 0 on Z). The theorem now follows from Lemma. QED. 
Theorem 4. Let D a S^ be a domain, dD its boundary and D = D <u dD. Let 
f : D ^ R be a function. If 
1. L = 0 on dD, 
2. m{f22 + f ) ( ^ f ) n - 2fU^f},2 + (fn + f) (=2^)22] -
- 2[(f22 + f ) (^ / f ) i i - 2f ,2(^f) ,2 + (fii + f)(^/^f)22] ^ 0 on D, 
3. J{{>Q, i f f ^ 0 0И £), 
(/геи f is linear on D. 
Proof. From (8), (10) and (12) we get 
(14) (f22 + f)L,,- 2U,L,2 + (fn + f) ^22 = 
= 2^f[(f22 + f){^fU - 2f,2(^f)l2 + (fll + f ) (^f )22] -
- 4[(f22 + Г)Ш),г - 2f ,2(^f) .2 + (fn + f ) (^ f )22] + 
+ 2(f22 + f){P + R + 2f,y - 4f,2(P + R + 2f,){Q + S + 2U) + 
+ 2{f,,+f){Q + S + 2f,y. 
The quadratic form on the right hand side is positive definite because of 3. This 
implies that the expression (14) satisfies the conditions of the maximum principle for 
the function L, and we must have L = 0 on D. The theorem now follows from Lemma. 
QED. 
5. Let us consider the orthonormal tangent vector fields F^, V2 on S^. Let the 
tangent frames on S^ be chosen in such a way that Vi = F̂  (i = 1, 2). Put v^f = df(vi). 
Theorem 5. Let D a S^ be a domain, dD its boundary and D = D и ÔD, Let 
f : D -^ R be a function satisfying (^2 = 0 on D. If 
1. L= 0 on dD, 
2. on D, there is a couple of orthonormal tangent vector fields V^, V2 such that 
(fn -f22){V,V, - V,V,)â'f^O, 
then f is linear on D. 
Proof. From dfi2 = 0 we get (f̂ ^ - f22)oj\ = (ß + f2) cô  Л- {R Л- fi)o)\ 
Consequently, there are functions a, ß such that 
(15) 0)1 = aa>^ + ßoj^ , 
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and a, ß satisfy (fn - Ггг) « = ß + fi, (fii - fzi) ß =^ R + fi- We have Ü I ^ T = 
= P + К + 2fi, Ui-S'f = Ô + S + 2f2. This together with (15) implies 
(16) v.v^^f = 2(fii + f22) + ( e + S + 2f2) a + Ti + Гз , 
V2V2^f = 2(f,i + f22) -{P + R + 2fi) /J + Тз + T5. 
Eliminating Г^,.. . , Tj from (10) and (16) we obtain 
Ь ц + L22 - 4 L - 2(fii - f22)(üiPi - i)2t'2)^f + 
+ 2[(P + fO - |(Ä + f,)]^ + 2[(S + f2) - f(ß + f2)]̂  + 
+ im + uy + {R + fi)'] • 
Now we can conclude from 2. that this expression satisfies the conditions of the 
maximum principle for the function L, and L = 0 on JD. The theorem follows from 
Lemma. QED. 
Theorem 6. Let D a S^ be a domain, cD its boundary and D = D KJ dD. Let 
f : D -^ R be a function satisfying f^2 = 0 ^^ ^- U 
1. L = 0 on dD, 
2. on D. there is a couple of orthonormal tangent vector fields V^, V2 such that 
{U,-f22){v,v,-v,v^)jif^o, 
3. Jif > 0, if f ^ 0 on D, 
И ~ (fii + 0 ' ~ 4 
then f is linear on D. 
Proof. We have 
V,J/f = (fn + f) {R + fl) + (f22 +f){P + ft) , * 
v,j/f = (fii + f) (s + f2) + if22 + f){Q + fa) ; 
from (15), we obtain 
(17) v,v,Jif = 2(P + fi) (R + fO - 2(e + f2f + 2f22(fii + f) + 
+ ^ f • fii + [(fii + f) (S + fa) + (f22 + f) ( e + fa)] a + 
+ (f22 + f) ^1 + (fu + f) Г3 , 
V2V2.£f = 2(0 + f2)(S + f2) - 2{R + Uy + 2fii(f22 + f) + 
+ ä'f. (22 - [(fil +î)iR + fl) + (f22 + f){P + fl)] /J + 
+ (f22 + f)Ts+ {fit +f)T,. 
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Eliminating Tj, ..., Tj from (10) and (17) we obtain 
if22 + f) b u + (fu + f) ^2 2 - 2^fL = 2{U, - f,,) {v,v, ~ V2V2) .m + 
+ i{u, + f) | ( s + u) -(^- + ^ ^ J ) (e + f2 J + 
+ ( ^ - 7 r ^ ^ , ) ( ß + f2)H + 
,4 iU,+fr 
+ 2(f22 + f) |[(P + fO - (^ + ^ - ^ ) (Я + fO] 




Now we can conclude from 2., 3. and 4. that this expression satisfies the conditions 
of the maximum principle for the function L, and L = 0 on D. The theorem now fol­
lows from Lemma. QED. 
Theorem 7. Let D a S^ he a domain, ÔD its boundary and D — D \j dD. Let 
f : D -^ R be a function satisfying fi2 = 0 on D. If 
1. L=0 on ÔD, 
2. on D, there is a couple of orthonormal tangent vector fields V^, V2 such that 
^f{V,V, + V2V2) ^f - 2{V,V, + V,V,) J/f^O, 
then f is linear on D, 
Proof. From (10), (16) and (17) we obtain 
Lii + L22 + 0CL2 - ßL, = 2^f{v^v^ + Î;2Î^2) -^f -
- 4{v^v^ + 1)2̂ 2̂) J^f + 2{P + R + 2f,y + 2(e + S + 2f2)^ . 
This expression satisfies the conditions of the maximum principle for the func-
tion L, and we must have L = 0 on D. The theorem now follows from Lemma. QED. 
Theorem 8. Let D a S^ be a domain, dD its boundary and D = D и dD. Let 
f : D -^ R be a function satisfying (^2 = 0 on D. If 
1. L=0 on dD, 
2. on D, there is a couple of orthonormal tangent vector fields V]^, V2 such that 
^f[(f22 + f) VlV.^f + (fu + f) V.V^^] -
- 2[(f22 + f) V,V,Jéf + (fil + f) F2K2^f] è о , 
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3. Jff>0, JSff ^ о on D, 
then f is linear on D. 
Proof. From (10), (16) and (17) we obtain 
(18) L (f22 + f)L,, + (fii + f)L,, - (fu + f)ßL, + (f22 + f)ocL, = 
= 2^f[{f22 + f) V,V,^f + (fii + f) V2V2^f'] -
- 4[(f22 + f) V^V^Jif + (fii + f) r^ü^^f] + 
+ 2(f22 + f) (P + Я + 2fi)^ + 2(fii + f) (e + S + 2f2)̂  . 
The quadratic form on the right hand side is positive definite because of 3. This 
implies that the expression (18) satisfies the conditions of the maximum principle 
for the function L, and we must have L = 0 on D. The theorem now follows from 
Lemma. QED. 
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